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Chapter 1101 the Amiable Xi Muru 

 

After dinner, she went upstairs. Just as she entered the room, the phone rang. Ru Yu could not help but 

smile bitterly. Was it too much of a coincidence for her to go upstairs or was it too much of a 

coincidence for the person who called? 

She threw the bag in her hand on the Sofa and then sat down on the Sofa beside the phone. Just as she 

was about to reach for the microphone, she realized that the caller ID was actually an international long-

distance call, and it was a Chinese number. 

International long-distance call, a Chinese number? 

Alright, her heart immediately skipped a beat. She guessed that if the caller was not that little girl, 

Dongfang Muyao, it would definitely be Xi Muru, the wife of a wealthy family. And she did not want to 

answer any of the calls from these two people. 

Dongfang Muyao would usually report on her messy childlike habits in school over the phone. Of course, 

she would often bring complaints about how Dongfang Mo and Xi Muru abused children. 

Xi Muru’s call was even more troublesome. She had the most nagging things, and she loved to Nag 

about her personal matters. However, she did not want to listen to anyone nagging at this time. 

The phone kept on singing. Ru Yu’s hand that was originally grabbing the microphone froze in the air. 

She was constantly hesitating whether to answer the call. 

Unfortunately, the person who called was even more persistent than her. He kept on calling, looking as 

if he would blow up the phone if she did not answer. 

Well, ru Yu had to admit that she was always inferior to some people in terms of perseverance. For 

example, Xi Muru. She was never a match for her. Otherwise, why would Xi Muru be the one who would 

eventually become Mrs. Dongfang and not another woman? It was probably.. Willpower also had the 

upper hand. 

She sighed and finally admitted defeat. She picked up the microphone and just as she said “hello” softly, 

Xi Muru’s laughter came through. “little feather, if you don’t pick up the phone, I’ll call you on your cell 

phone. Are you deliberately not picking up or did you just enter? ” 

“Of course I just entered. ” Ru Yu would never admit that she had been struggling over this matter for a 

long time Then, she called out coquettishly, “Mommy, why are you so free today? Did Mu Yao’s math 

results improve? Does she know how to recite multiplication formulas like 20? ” 

“When am I not free? ” Xi Muru snapped Then, she said, “I’m not worried about Mu Yao’s math. It’s 

enough for your dad to worry about it alone. I’m calling now to ask you what you’ve been busy with 

recently “A few days ago, Mu Yao said that you’re going to mess with your second marriage again. Is 

that true? ” 



“You can believe the words of that Little Lunatic Mu Yao? ” Ru Yu could not help but whine coyly over 

the phone, but in her heart, she could not help but scold Mu Yao 58,000 times, telling her not to be a big 

mouth Who knew that she would have such a big mouth at such a young age? She actually ran back to 

Binhai to inform Xi Muru. She could not help but swear in her heart that next time, if Mu Yao came 

again, she would definitely not recognize her. She did not care about the sisterly bond at all. What sister. 

“Then, you mean, can you believe your words? ”XiiMuruu was still pulling at her on the phone with a 

smile. “okay,Ii don’t believeMuuYaoo’s words.Thenn, little feather, tell me now, how many marriages 

have you been going through recently?”” 

“PFFT… ” Ru Yu was finally amused by Xi Muru’s overly approachable tone. This was not a conversation 

between a mother and daughter, this was clearly a good sister talking to you … 

Chapter 1102: an Awkward father-daughter relationship 

 

In the past few years, she actually didn’t really want to stand together with Xi Muru anymore. 

Occasionally, when she returned to Binhai, she didn’t want to go out with Xi Muru because people 

would generally think that she was Xi Muru’s sister Very few people would think that the two of them 

were mother and daughter. 

Xi Muru, on the other hand, didn’t put on any airs at all, especially in front of her. She always used a 

deliberative tone when she spoke and did things. She didn’t even order her to do anything. 

Ru Yu often thought that it was not good for her mother to be too arrogant. Although she had a lot of 

affinity, she was obviously lacking in power. As a result, she often felt that Xi Muru and she were sisters. 

When she was five and a half years old, she was separated from her parents. This was because she had 

never lived with her father since she was young. In her heart, her father’s position had always been to 

pretend to be a car. He had almost never pretended to be Dongfang Mo. Even though Dongfang Mo was 

her biological father. 

Her personality was naturally different from others. Perhaps it was because she knew from a young age 

that her mother was not easy, so she had always been a clear-cut person. Moreover, her personality was 

too stubborn and she would not easily forgive others. 

When she was young, her father had tricked her into getting on a helicopter and going to one inch ink 

city. That experience had left a deep imprint in her heart. Although later on, as her parents got closer, 

and as she grew older.. She also knew that it was her father’s last resort. It was a method and measure 

that her father used to get her mother back to his side. 

Of course, later on, she also forgave her father. She was even willing to call Dongfang Mo Daddy instead 

of a big liar. However, in the end, there was still a deep-rooted pain in the bottom of her heart. 

She would never forget that her mother left Binhai with her. She would never forget that when she was 

born, it was Che Qixuan who hugged her. She would never forget that in the photos before she was five 

years old, her father’s position was always Che Qixuan, and Dongfang Mo.. Had never appeared before. 



Later on, Dongfang Mo did a lot for her, especially in order to please her. He did things that most fathers 

could not do. However, she still could not place Dongfang Mo in her father’s position. 

In her heart, she always thought of how good her father was. When she was three years old, she was 

hospitalized. It was Che Qixuan who carried her in the hospital to get an IV drip. When she was four 

years old, she was beaten up by a child in kindergarten. It was Che Qixuan who rushed to the 

kindergarten to pick her up… … 

It was not that she did not think that Dongfang Mo had fatherly love for her. It was just that in the most 

critical years, Dongfang Mo did not exist in her life. As a result, after so many years, between her and 

Dongfang Mo.. They still could not get along as well as an ordinary father and daughter. 

Of course, the person she admired the most in her life was her mother. In her heart, her mother was the 

greatest woman because she used her indomitable spirit to create the love myth of an ordinary woman. 

However, while she admired someone, she wouldn’t necessarily learn from the person she admired. Her 

mother, Xi Muru, had a life that was too bitter, bumpy, and rough. She didn’t want her short life to be so 

tiring. She only wanted to live a relaxed life. 

She only wanted to live an ordinary and ordinary life. She only wanted an ordinary and ordinary life. 

Therefore, she didn’t tell Dongfang Mo and Xi Muru in Binhai about her first marriage because she was 

just an ordinary woman She didn’t have much to do with the wealthy families in Binhai city. 

However, she didn’t expect that her so-called ordinary marriage would only last for three years. In these 

three years, her life seemed to be very relaxed and happy. In fact, apart from being relaxed and happy, 

she always hid some regrets. 

Chapter 1103: Dongfang Mo’s fatherly love 

 

She had always thought that her parents wouldn’t know that her first marriage was so low-key. 

However, tonight, when Xi Muru suddenly asked her on the phone how many marriages she was going 

through, she finally understood. In fact, her every move, Binhai’s parents.. They were all paying 

attention. It was just that, in order to take care of her so-called emotions and self-esteem, they had 

been pretending not to know. 

After hearing her mother ask her how many marriages she was going through, she burst into laughter. 

However, warm tears welled up in her eyes. If it were any other family, any mother would probably 

scold her own daughter, right? 

A divorce after three years of marriage, and it was because of a mistress’s interference. If such a thing 

were to be revealed, Dongfang Mo would lose face no matter what. 

Of course, at the same time, she also knew that if her parents were to interfere in her own affairs, 

according to Dongfang Mo’s personality, he could directly bankrupt Jin Zhengnan and drive him to 

Africa. 



It was precisely because she did not want to have such an ending that she chose not to tell her parents. 

However, at this moment, Xi Muru called with such a friendly tone to ask her, and she did not even scold 

her Her nose started to get sore. 

“little feather, are you still there? ” Xi Muru could not wait for Yu Yu’s reply. She could not help but 

shout nervously, “Yu Yu, what’s wrong? Do you feel uncomfortable? ” 

“No. ” Ru Yu quickly took a deep breath and controlled the warm liquid in her eyes to prevent it from 

rolling down. Then, she smiled and said, “what’s uncomfortable? It’s just that I haven’t talked to 

mommy for a long time and I really miss her. ” 

“You Miss Mommy? Then Mommy will fly over tomorrow to see you, okay? ” Xi Muru asked quickly. 

Then, she asked softly, “Yu Yu, do you still dream about mommy when you sleep now? ” 

“Mommy, I’m already 26 years old. ” Ru Yu could not help but cry out in a low voice, “I rarely dream 

anymore. ” 

“Fine, you’re still my child even though you’re 62 years old, ” Xi Muru said naturally. Then, she added, 

“Yu Yu, your father came in. Let him talk to you. ” 

“No! ” Ru Yu rejected without even thinking. “I don’t want to talk to father. ” 

“Why don’t you want to talk to me? ” Dongfang Mo’s voice came from the phone. Then, he snorted 

coldly and said, “Yu Yu, am I that unwelcome to you? ” 

Ru Yu could not help but raise her arm and use her sleeve to wipe the beads of sweat that had just 

appeared on her forehead. Dongfang Mo was much more difficult to deal with than Xi Muru. She had to 

think of a way to end this call quickly. 

Thus, she deliberately coughed twice and then said in a low voice, “Dad, if you have something to say, 

just say it quickly. My throat is very uncomfortable. ” 

“throat is uncomfortable? ” Dongfang Mo did not suspect him and immediately asked with concern, 

“then have you bought the medicine? What Does Che Qixuan do? If your throat is uncomfortable, 

doesn’t he take you to the hospital to see him? ” 

“I’ve already seen him. I was just about to take the medicine. Dad, if you don’t have anything else, I’ll 

hang up. ” Ru Yu quickly expressed her position. She was already 26 years old. Did she still need her dad 

to take her to see her throat She saw that Dongfang Mo was confused and thought that she was only six 

years old. 

“I haven’t finished speaking. WHY HANG UP? ” Dongfang Mo was obviously unhappy Then, he cleared 

his throat on the other side of the phone and said, “Yu Yu, I’ve heard about your personal problems, but 

dad believes that his daughter is a smart person. ” 

 Chapter 1104: Dongfang Mo’s Fatherly Love 1 

 



“thank you, father, for believing in Yu Yu, ” ru Yu thanked him gratefully. Then, she wanted to take the 

opportunity to bid Dongfang Mo good night and was about to hang up the phone. However, she was 

one step too late. Dongfang Mo’s voice came again. 

“Yu Yu, father does believe in you very much. However, there are some things that father has to remind 

you of, ” Dongfang Mo’s voice came again with a heavy heart. “Yu Yu, marriage is not a child’s game. 

You can’t casually play with it as a toy. Your first marriage failed, and your mother and I don’t blame 

you. Because, we blame ourselves for being too incompetent. We didn’t care enough about your 

personal problems, and that’s why you got a divorce after three years of marriage. However, for this 

second marriage, we hope that you can be more cautious. Don’t treat marriage as a toy. If you get tired 

of it, you have to throw it away. Marriage is sacred. Once you marry someone, you have to persist on no 

matter what. Unless you have no other choice, don’t casually say the word ‘divorce’ … “… “…” 

Ru Yu quietly listened to her biological father, Dongfang Mo’s teachings, and her eyes began to tear up. 

Ever since she was born, this was the first time her father had talked so long and earnestly about such a 

serious issue with her. 

Her marriage had failed, and her parents did not scold her, but blamed themselves. Her father had even 

used the story between him and her mother to tell her not to divorce easily, and even more so not to 

turn around so easily. She had to persevere and wait for the dawn to come. 

Ru Yu woke up late again. Of course, she could not be blamed for sleeping late because she had wanted 

to go to bed early last night, but who knew that Xi Muru’s long-distance call had made her unable to fall 

asleep even after dawn. 

That long-distance call had first moved her to the point of being touched like a loving mother and sister, 

and then it was Dongfang Mo who moved her to the point of being touched like a strict father and a 

friend. 

In Short, Dongfang Mo and Xi Muru’s parents-in-law suddenly realized their conscience last night. 

Mengran suddenly felt that she did not care enough about her, so she launched a surprise attack. And 

because she was too emotional, she hung up the phone and did not fall asleep for a long time Her mind 

was filled with images of her past with them. 

She woke up late and opened her eyes. It was already 10 o’clock in the morning. Well, her days were 

getting more and more chaotic after the divorce. Now, she could not even go to work on time. 

She looked up and realized that today was the 26th. She was sweating profusely. There were two more 

days until her engagement with Lei Zhenyu. However, Lei Zhenyu had not seen her for more than a 

week. 

It was likely that the engagement was not going to happen. She did not know when Lei Zhenyu would be 

released from the Lei family. It was likely that the next time she saw Lei Zhenyu, it would be the day she 

exchanged their marriage certificate for a divorce certificate. 

Thinking of this, she could not help but feel a little sad. Last night, her father had just told her on the 

phone not to treat marriage as a child’s toy and not to easily say that they were getting a divorce. 



However, she had already gotten a marriage certificate with someone out of confusion. Now, even if she 

had the intention to insist on this marriage agreement, Lei Zhenyu might not be able to persist with her. 

After washing up, she was ready to go downstairs when her phone rang. She picked it up casually and 

was surprised to find that it was a call from Lei Zhenyu. She was a little excited and stared at the name 

for a long time. Only when she felt a little sour did she press the answer button. 

Chapter 1105, the wedding was brought forward 

 

“Ru Yu, why didn’t you pick up the phone for so long? Where are you now? Are you working in the 

studio? ” Lei Zhenyu’s voice came through. It was still the voice from her memory. It was as gentle as the 

spring breeze in March, making people feel comfortable listening to it. 

“No, I’m at home, ” ru Yu said truthfully. “I overslept last night. When the phone rang just now, I kept 

staring at the screen and forgot to press the answer button for a moment. ” 

When ru Yu said this, she felt that her nose was a little sour. She could not help but take a deep breath. 

She looked up at the ceiling slightly, and an inexplicable feeling rose from the bottom of her heart. 

She and Lei Zhenyu were only in an arranged marriage. They clearly did not have any feelings for each 

other. However, when she knew that Lei Zhenyu had been insisting on the purpose of their agreement, 

she was still touched. 

The other side of the phone was silent for a few seconds Then, Lei Zhenyu’s voice came again. “Then, 

have you woken up yet? I’m driving on the road. Since you’re home, I’ll drive over to your house to pick 

you up. I estimate that I’ll be there in about ten minutes. Hurry up and wash up and come downstairs. ” 

“Pick me up for what? ” Ru Yu couldn’t help but ask over the phone. “Are we going to do something? ” 

“TO HOLD A WEDDING! ” Lei Zhenyu’s voice was very firm. “I brought forward the date of our wedding. 

Because Jin Zhengnan and Lan Ruoshui are getting engaged the day after tomorrow, we’ll hold it ahead 

of time. ” 

“wedding? And it has to be brought forward? ” Ru Yu couldn’t help but exclaim in surprise. Then, she 

lightly reminded him, “Zhenyu, did your father and your brother agree to our marriage? ” 

“Madam Che Ru Yu, I am a lawyer. I understand the freedom of marriage. Whether they agree or not is 

not important. What is important is that I am willing to marry you. That is all. ” Lei Zhenyu’s reply was 

very firm It was as if what he did was a sacred thing. 

“But the problem is, what if you insist on marrying me and your father does not divide the Lei family’s 

assets and give them to you? ” Ru Yu was still very calm as she reminded him, “Zhenyu Jun, don’t get 

yourself kicked out of the Lei family because of a marriage agreement. You will end up homeless. ” 

Ru Yu could totally guess that because Lei Zhensheng would not allow his daughter to marry his aunt’s 

ex-husband. Under such circumstances, he could make two choices. One was to not recognize Lan 

Ruoshui Then, Lan Ruoshui and Jin zhengnan’s marriage would not be discussed by others. The first was 

to not let Lei Zhenyu marry her. Of course, if Lei Zhenyu insisted, then he could kick Lei Zhenyu out of 

the Lei family, or even cut off relations with him. 



“money is a worldly possession. Besides, it’s not like I can’t support myself. ” Lei Zhenyu’s voice was still 

very calm However, there was also an incomparable determination in his voice. “Che Ru Yu, we have an 

agreement. No matter what difficulties we encounter, we must persist in this marriage. Now, I’m 

persisting. What about you? ” 

Ru Yu was directly speechless. At this point, she actually felt that there was no practical meaning to 

persist in this marriage. After all, it was just an agreement marriage. 

However, since Lei Zhenyu wanted to persist, then she would definitely stand on the same side as him 

and persist. Wasn’t there a saying that said that one was not afraid of a god-like opponent, but was 

afraid of a pig-like teammate? And she would definitely not be Lei Zhenyu’s pig-like teammate. 

Therefore, she pondered for three seconds before saying to Lei Zhenyu on the phone, “alright, I signed 

an agreement with you. Of course, we will advance and retreat together. Since you are determined to 

persevere, of course, I will also persevere with you! ” 

 Chapter 1106 Church wedding 

 

Ru Yu did some simple tidying up at home. Actually, there wasn’t much to do because Lei Zhenyu said 

that he was going to hold a wedding, but she hadn’t even bought a wedding dress yet. She didn’t even 

know how the wedding was going to be held. 

Alright, it didn’t matter. She could just casually wear a dress that she usually wore to the banquet. 

Anyway, the wedding dress was white, and she also had a white one-shouldered evening dress. 

When ru Yu simply tidied up and went downstairs to walk out of the courtyard, Lei Zhenyu was already 

waiting for her in the courtyard. At this moment, he was wearing a white suit. At a glance, he really 

looked like a prince from medieval Europe. 

Seeing ru Yu in a white gown, he could not help but laugh and said, “we really have a tacit 

understanding. Isn’t this called telepathy? ” 

Ru Yu was embarrassed. At the last minute, she said that she was going to get married, but in fact, she 

did not prepare anything. Such a hasty wedding, such a hasty marriage, she did not know if there was 

any practical meaning in holding on until the end. 

“where’s father-in-law? ” Lei Zhenyu looked in the direction of the hall, then looked at Ru Yu. “Can you 

invite father-in-law to be our witness? ” 

“He’s not at home, ” ru Yu said truthfully. “I once told him that our wedding is on the 28th, which is the 

day after tomorrow. He even promised me to rush back the day after tomorrow. Now that it’s brought 

forward at the last minute, we definitely won’t be able to find him. ” 

“Alright then, we can only invite father-in-law the next time we have a replacement wedding. ” Lei 

Zhenyu opened the car door for ru Yu and gestured for her to get into the car. She was wearing a white 

gown, but her face was bare. She looked clean and refreshing, pleasing to the eye It was almost 

impossible to look away. 



“My wife is really beautiful. ” Lei Zhenyu could not help but praise her from the bottom of his heart. His 

words and eyes were filled with incomparable sincerity. 

Ru Yu smiled faintly. She turned around to look at him and said faintly, “I think that beauty is a 

derogatory term, so it’s better not to say that she’s beautiful in the future. Generally speaking, saying 

that something is beautiful is probably just a facade. ” 

Lei Zhenyu frowned slightly and immediately corrected her, “I’m sorry, I didn’t know that you think of 

beauty in this way. Alright then, my wife is really beautiful! ” 

Ru Yu didn’t know whether to laugh or cry. She ignored him and reached out to close the door. Lei 

Zhenyu quickly went around the front of the car and got into the car. He didn’t forget that they were 

going to hold a wedding. 

“where is the wedding venue? ” Ru Yu sat in the front passenger seat and looked sideways at Lei Zhenyu 

who was driving. At the same time, she took out her phone from her bag. 

“St. Paul’s Cathedral. ” Lei Zhenyu turned to look at her Then, he explained in a low voice, “because it 

was a last-minute decision, all aspects were rushed. Today, the wedding will be held at the Cathedral 

first. I don’t think there will be many guests. I just called some friends last night to inform them. The 

Grand Wedding will be refunded to you in the future. ” 

“PFFT… ” ru Yu could not help but laugh out loud. “It’s just an agreement marriage. What does it matter 

if there is a grand wedding? Don’t be too serious. ” 

“But, I said that I will have a wedding with you. ” Lei Zhenyu’s voice was a little muffled. He was a little 

unhappy with ru Yu’s constant talk about an agreement marriage. Couldn’t she always mention the 

word ‘agreement’ ? 

“Let’s talk about it in the future. ” Ru Yu did not care much about it. She turned her head and realized 

that his fingers on the steering wheel were a little red and swollen. 

“Are you hurt? ” Ru Yu’s voice was uncertain. She looked up at Lei Zhenyu’s fingers and realized that his 

entire hand was swollen. 

Chapter 1107 had a bad omen 

 

“I’m fine. I climbed over the wall last night and accidentally rubbed my hand against it. ” Lei Zhenyu 

glanced at his hand indifferently and gave her a look that said that she did not need to worry. 

“You… climbed over the wall? ” Ru Yu stared at him with wide eyes. Lei Zhenyu had always given her the 

impression of a gentle and modest gentleman. He was a gentle and refined person. It was difficult for 

her to associate her with climbing over the wall … 

“Aren’t you going to inform your friends to come to our church wedding? ” Lei Zhenyu turned his face to 

look at the phone in her hand and asked faintly. However, he was changing the topic and did not want 

to continue discussing the matter of him climbing over the wall. 



In fact, for the past ten days, he had been locked in the confinement room of the Lei family. In the end, 

he had used the small window of the confinement room to poke the broken porcelain pieces into a big 

window and climbed out. Then, he found that he could not walk out of the main door In the end, he only 

climbed out in the dark night when the Lei family was asleep. 

Fortunately, he had a lot of cars. In addition to the car that he drove back to the Lei family that day, his 

law firm also had a car. Therefore, this morning, he went to the parking lot of the law firm and drove this 

car to pick up ru Yu. 

After being reminded by him, ru Yu hurriedly called her father. Unfortunately, Che Qixuan was not in 

Seoul at the moment, but in Jeju Island. He and Pu Yongjun went to Jeju Island to see Pu Zhihui 

Therefore, he could not come back at noon to attend her and Lei Zhenyu’s church wedding. Moreover, 

Che Qixuan even scolded her on the phone, saying that he had nothing better to do than to bring the 

wedding forward. He was already prepared to attend her engagement ceremony the day after 

tomorrow But she did not even have an engagement ceremony, but had already held a wedding 

ceremony. 

Alright, daddy didn’t invite her, and she even got scolded. She sighed and called Lin Yuxin. Lin Yuxin just 

happened to be resting today, so she agreed without hesitation. In the end, she even asked if the Lei 

family had many guests Did she have the chance to meet a prince charming. 

Ru Yu said unhappily, “I think there’s a prince charming, but I don’t know if there’s a prince. Now that 

there’s no royal palace in this world, the prince is probably going to do his best. There’s only a world full 

of wretched men. Do you want them? “? 

Lin Yuxin was so angry that she scolded her on the phone. Then, she said angrily, “why didn’t you guys 

arrange the wedding at night? ” Everyone was busy at noon. who had so much time Even I have so little 

time to fish for gold turtles. 

Ru Yu said on the phone with a smile, “It’s good to get married at noon. The Sun is bright at noon. This is 

a good omen. It’s a sign that my second marriage will have a bright future. “. 

Lin Yuxin reminded her mercilessly on the phone, “Ru Yu, it was indeed sunny yesterday at noon. 

However, it doesn’t seem to be sunny today. The Sky seems to be a little gray now. I don’t know if there 

will be hail later… ” I don’t think today’s omen is very good. 

Ru Yu was so angry that she cursed Lin Yuxin over the phone. She said that if her second marriage didn’t 

go well, it was because of her foul mouth. If today’s wedding didn’t go well, she would definitely get 

even with her…” Who asked her to jinx it. 

After hanging up on Lin Yuxin, ru Yu was fuming. She originally wanted to call the studio’s elite catalyst, 

but just as she was about to press the number, she retreated again. 

Since her marriage with Lei Zhenyu was an arranged marriage, she felt that it was better not to let too 

many people know about it. Moreover, today was a church wedding, so she didn’t need too many 

guests. 

Chapter 1108 the man who raises his own status 

 



Just as Ru Yu was still hesitating, Lei Zhenyu had already driven the car to the entrance of St. Paul’s 

Church. However, just as they walked into the church, they were hit by Lin Yuxin’s jinx. Today’s omen 

was really not ordinary. 

When they walked to the entrance of the church, the priest came to welcome them. Some of the guests 

invited by Lei Zhenyu had also arrived. Everyone gathered around and just as they wanted Lei Zhenyu to 

introduce ru Yu, three more people walked in from behind. 

Among these three people, one was Lei Zhensheng, the other two were Lan Ruoshui and Jin Zhengnan. 

When the crowd saw this situation, they immediately exchanged glances with each other, but no one 

made a sound. 

“What are you guys doing here? ” Lei Zhenyu’s voice was cold with a hint of toughness. His gaze was 

cold as he looked at the three of them. “I don’t think I invited you guys to my wedding with ru Yu. ” 

“We’re not here to attend your wedding, ” Lei Zhensheng said in a very unpleasant tone. Then, he 

pointed at Ru Yu and asked sternly, “Zhenyu, do you really want to marry this woman at all costs? ” 

“Don’t tell me you think I’m joking? ” Lei Zhenyu’s hand could not help but clench ru Yu’s hand tightly. 

He used his hand to transmit a kind of perseverance to her However, his gaze was fixed on Lei 

Zhensheng and he said firmly, “big brother, I’ve already said it in the Lei family. Ru Yu and I have already 

gotten a marriage certificate. We’re a legal couple. No one can use any reason to destroy our marriage. 

” 

When Lei Zhenyu said this, he emphasized the word “anyone” . Obviously, he was saying this to Lei 

Zhensheng. 

When ru Yu heard Lei Zhenyu’s words, a complicated feeling welled up in her heart. She and Lei Zhenyu 

were clearly just having an agreed marriage. It was just a transaction for their own purposes and 

interests. But now.. Under the premise that both of them wanted to abide by the agreement and the 

rules of the game, both of them were actually still persisting. Moreover, they were acting so tenaciously 

and unyielding! 

When Lei Zhensheng saw that he could not convince his younger brother, he immediately turned his 

gaze to ru Yu So he said coldly, “Ms. Che Ru Yu, as far as I know, you are a slightly famous painter, and 

you are not a particularly money-loving person. Why do you have to marry my younger brother, Lei 

Zhenyu You two have not known each other for long, so you should not have any feelings for each other, 

right?” 

Ru Yu was very unhappy when she heard Lei Zhensheng’s words. She was about to refute him, but 

before she could say anything, another person beat her to it. And the other person was her ex-husband, 

Jin Zhengnan. 

“She wants to marry Lei Zhenyu. Her motive is only for me. ” Jin Zhengnan held Lan Ruoshui’s hand and 

looked at ru Yu with hatred Then, he said as if he was swearing, “Ru Yu, don’t think that I will come back 

to look for you after ruining my marriage with Ruoshui. Don’t worry. Even if Ruoshui and I can’t get 

married, I won’t come back to eat your grass. So, please take back your schemes. Because no matter 

what, I won’t come back to look for you. ” 



Ru Yu’s gaze landed lightly on Jin Zhengnan. For the first time, she felt that Jin Zhengnan was not only 

narrow-minded, but also arrogant to the point of arrogance She wanted to marry Lei Zhenyu in order to 

destroy his marriage with Lan Ruoshui, and then she wanted him to come back and eat her, the grass 

that he had once abandoned Wasn’t he overestimating himself? 

Chapter 1109 vain and arrogant man 

 

She admitted that she initially agreed to the marriage agreement with Lei Zhenyu because she wanted 

to destroy the marriage between him and Lan Ruoshui. That was because she did not want to see the 

person who joined hands to cheat her end up with a perfect marriage She just wanted to let their 

painstaking love fall through in the end. 

However, she had never thought that she would let Jin Zhengnan turn back. He was already a man who 

had been unfaithful in both body and mind. How could she still hope for him to turn back. 

Moreover, even if Jin Zhengnan did turn back one day, would she still want him? 

Everyone’s eyes instantly focused on ru Yu. These people were all Lei Zhenyu’s friends. They were very 

close to Lei Zhenyu and were happy for him when they received the news of Lei Zhenyu’s marriage in 

the morning. However, at this moment.. When they knew that the woman Lei Zhenyu married was a 

second-hand woman and was also the ex-wife of the newly-rich Jin Zhengnan in the business world, they 

could not help but feel puzzled. 

Under everyone’s watchful eyes, ru Yu still looked coldly at Jin Zhengnan Then, she said indifferently and 

distantly, “Mr. Jin Zhengnan, there is an old Chinese saying: If you want others to respect you, you must 

respect others first. If you think that Lei Zhenyu and I are getting married just so that you can come back 

to me to remarry, then you are very wrong. Because there is a saying that a good horse does not go back 

to its roots. And I have never thought of coming back to bite you, a grass that has been gnawed by other 

women until it is ugly. ” 

Ru Yu paused for two seconds Then, she continued, “of course, Mr. Jin Zhengnan, you have always been 

arrogant. Perhaps in your heart, you are the most perfect man in the world. Now that I have been 

abandoned by you, in your opinion, I should be crying, feeling miserable and miserable. I should even 

live the miserable life of my next cousin’s wife with tears because of you. In this way, you might be able 

to satisfy your arrogant and slightly perverted vanity. “It’s a pity that reality is very cruel. In fact, I didn’t 

feel sad at all after being abandoned by you. I divorced you for less than half a month, but I’ve already 

found the other half of my life and found the happiness that belongs to me. Moreover, I’m getting 

married today. Did this poke at your vanity and make you feel uncomfortable and dissatisfied? ” 

Jin Zhengnan’s face turned red and white after hearing ru Yu’s words. In the end, it was about the same 

color as a pig’s liver. The guests standing next to him started to whisper among themselves. Some of 

them even looked at Jin Zhengnan with disdain Men were really unlikable when they were too 

conceited. 

Lei Zhensheng was so angry that he almost spat out a mouthful of blood when he heard ru Yu’s words. 

He had never seen such a shameless woman who would marry another man after divorcing her ex-

husband for only ten days to half a month Not only did she not feel ashamed of such behavior, but she 



also felt extremely honored. He did not even know how his immature younger brother had taken a liking 

to such a shameless woman. 

“Ms. Che Ru Yu, since you are so stubborn, I have to remind you that if you insist on marrying my 

younger brother, then your foolish behavior will not only not stop Masao and Ruo Shui’s marriage, but it 

will only cause Zhen Yu to be kicked out of the Lei family and cause him to lose the opportunity of the 

Lei family’s property forever. ” Lei Zhensheng finally used what he thought was the most lethal move. 

Chapter 1110 was just a chess piece 

 

“Is that so? ” Ru Yu did not react at all when she heard Lei Zhensheng’s words She only said indifferently, 

“Mr. Lei has just said that I don’t really love money as you know. So, I’m sorry, I married Lei Zhenyu only 

because of him. As for whether he is a member of the Lei family or whether he can inherit the Lei 

family’s property in the future, I really didn’t think too much about it. Because with our own abilities, it’s 

not difficult for us to be able to afford to eat in Korea. ” 

When Lei Zhenyu heard her words, he was instantly touched. His hand tightly gripped ru Yu’s hand Then, 

he looked at Lei Zhensheng and coldly said, “big brother, the shares of the Lei Family Are Dad’s and not 

yours alone. Of course, even if you control dad and think that you have the right to deal with the shares 

of the Lei family alone, then you can do as you wish. You don’t have to consider me at all. You can leave 

all the assets of the Lei family to your evil-hearted illegitimate daughter. ” 

Lan Ruoshui was so angry that her face turned green. She held Lei Zhensheng in one hand and Jin 

Zhengnan in the other, but her body could not help but tremble. She hated it the most when people said 

that she was Lei Zhensheng’s illegitimate daughter She now enjoyed the identity of Lei Zhensheng’s only 

daughter, the eldest daughter of the Lei family. 

Lei Zhensheng did not get angry when he heard his brother’s words. He just turned to look at ru Yu He 

immediately said with incomparable contempt, “Ms. Che Ru Yu, I think you should understand now why 

my brother asked you to marry him, right “actually, he just doesn’t want me to give the Lei family’s 

property to someone else. Because if I don’t acknowledge my daughter outside, the Lei family’s property 

should have belonged to Zhenyu alone. By doing this now, he’s actually playing a game with me. You are 

just a chess piece on the chessboard between him and me. ” 

In fact, ru Yu had already understood from Lei Zhenyu and Lei Zhensheng’s conversation. Lei Zhenyu 

married her to prevent the Lei family’s property from leaking out. Lan Ruoshui loved Jin Zhengnan, and 

as long as she married him.. If Lan Ruoshui wanted to marry Jin Zhengnan, then she definitely wouldn’t 

be able to enter the Lei family. And even if Lan Ruoshui made up her mind to give up on Jin Zhengnan, 

she would only be a woman in the Lei family. She probably wouldn’t be of much use With Lan Ruoshui’s 

ability, she wouldn’t be able to enter the Lei family’s enterprise. To the Lei family, it was just an extra 

person to eat. It wouldn’t have any effect on Lei Zhenyu accepting the Lei family’s enterprise. 

Lei Zhenyu was a lawyer after all. The move he used was insidious, accurate, and hateful. Moreover, 

every move he made was linked to the lifeline of the Lei family. If he married her, his benefits would be 

great, and she would only be able to destroy the marriage between Jin Zhengnan and Lan Ruoshui. 



Lei Zhenyu felt the sweat on che ru Yu’s palms. He knew that she must have seen through him. At this 

moment, he actually had a fear of being seen through by her. He was even afraid that she would 

abandon him. 

Therefore, he tightened his grip on his hand Then, he looked coldly at Lei Zhensheng and said again, “big 

brother, have you said enough? If you’ve said enough, can you please take your illegitimate daughter 

and illegitimate son-in-law and leave? As for the Lei family’s assets, I don’t need a single one. You can 

also control father and make him sever his father-son relationship with me. From now on, at most, I 

won’t be a member of the Lei family. ” 

Jin Zhengnan, who had been standing by the side, sneered at this moment He looked at ru Yu and said 

sarcastically, “Che Ru Yu, just now you claimed that you found happiness after you left me. So this is 

your so-called happiness. You just became a chess piece on someone else’s chessboard. ” 

 


